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PREFACE

The 3-D MHD Simulation Workshop was held at Nagoya University,

Nagoya, March 7-11, 1983 under the US-Japan Joiat Institute for

Fusion Theory Program. There were approximately thirty participants:

seven from the US and more than 20 from Japan.

This workshop is a continuation of the 3-D MHD Studies Workshop

held at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, October 19-21, 1981. Aimed in that

workshop was to determine what important problems were ahead of us

in 3-D MHD studies. The purpose of this workshop was then to observe

how the seeds we had sowed in the last workshop bore fruit. They

have steadily and soundly grown up. There were some fruits near the

harvest season. That all presentations dealt with full or almost

full 3D computations indeed indicates a great progress.

In tokamaks, attention was mainly focused on developing 3D MHD

codes beyond the conventional reduced set of equations which retain

up to the first order in the tokamak ordering. Recent experimental

progress in plasma heating has pushed the MHD analysists towards a

higher beta confinement, thus requiring a more elaborate code than

that based on the reduced set of aquations, several new attempts

for this purpose were presented by the US and Japanese participants.

Recent enthusiasm for stellarotors has revived the MHD studies,

particularly in the US. The main concern in the stellarator research

was also the high beta confinement. Equilibria and stabilities of

Heliotron E, ATF and Heliac vere extensively studied by means of 3D

MHD codes.

In contrast with tokamaks and stellarators, more interests in

ths RFP and spheromaks lie in their dynamical aspects. The fact that

the status of the RFP and spheromaks is not yet so mature as that of

tokamaks and stellarators gives us the courage to do full 3D MHD

simulations at present stage. Six simulations were reported in this

workshop. Resistive tearing modes were studied in the reversed

field configuration and two different field-reversal mechanisms were
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discussed. Although no firm conclusions were not reached, we will

be able to relish the fruits next year. Simulations on spheromak

tilting and merging strongly indicated that a full 3D MHD simulation

had grown up to a stage that could advise the design of spheromak

devices.

I am grateful to Dr. B.A. Carreras, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

for his cooperation in organizing this workshop as a head of the US

delegate.

1 would like to thank Prof, Kamimura for his assistance in the

arrangement of this workshop.

Tetsuya Sato

Hiroshima, Japan

March 1983
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1. Introduction

With the steady progress of the tokamak experiments and theoretical

studies detailed comparison becomes possible between the experimental

data and computational results. It is, however, still rather difficult

to numerically analyze the tokamak plasma with generality in the three

dimensional space, even if we restrict ourselves to the MHD phenomena.

As we cannot solve, for the present, the full set of the ideal/resistive

MHD equations incorporated with various non-MHD effects owing to lack of

computer power, it is inevitable for us to use simplified models to simu-

late each realistic physics phenomenon. Accordingly, it is necessary to

draw up the overall program of the analyses of the MHD phenomena for the

comprehensive understanding of the tokamak plasma. Combinations of line-

ar/nonlinear and ideal/resistive models are, for example, required to

understand even a single MHD phenomenon.

In order to cope with the difficulties in the comprehensive theore-

tical understanding of the tokamak plasma we are executing the "project

TRITON" which consists of development of a numerical code system TRITON

and the analyses of the tokamak plasma by using the code system. The

phase I of the. project TRITON (TRITON-1, FY1977-1983) is mainly based oil

the MHD models. The phase H(TRITON-H, FY1983-) covers wider range of

plasma models.

* On leave from Toshiba Co.

** On leave from Fujitsu Ltd.
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The main objectives of the project TRITON at present are ii) to ana-

lyze the equilibrium with maximum possible beta value and accessibility

to the high beta equilibrium, and (2) to analyze mechanisms of disruptive

instabilities and to find suppressing and controlling methods. For these

objectives numerical codes are developed on the basis of various models

and the phenomena are analyzed . These analyses have close relations

each other and the comprehensive theoretical investigations of the tokamak

plasma is now proceeding. Within the framework of the project TRITON de-

velopment of numerical methods also plays an important role because some

MHD computations, such as the analyses of the disruptions, require exv

tremely large computer system resources. As a let of large-scale compli-

cated computer codes and large data bases should be properly managed, de-

velopment of supporting codes is also important in the project.

In section 2 equilibrium studies in the project TRITON is described.

Stability analyses and relating problems are described in section 3. The

m=l/n=l resistive internal mode, the finite beta effect on the m=2/n=l

and m=3/n=2 resistive modes, and the finite-n ideal ballooning modes are

described in subsections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, respectively. Section 4 is .

devoted for summary.
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2. Equilibrium

Equilibrium studies are the most basic among the MHD computations.

In order to analyze the instability mechanisms accurate equilibrium and

interface codes are required. In the project TRITON efforts are made to

develop efficient and accurate numerical codes for the purpose(Table 1).

These codes are especially important for stability analyses by line-

ar MHD codes such as the code ERATO, and two kinds of codes are developed,

i.e., the conventional solvers(SELENE40 and SELENE-T) which solve the

Grad-Shafranov equation in the (r,z) coordinates and the inverse solvers

(SELENE10 , SELENE50, and SELENE5F) by which one can obtain r and z as

functions of <p and X- The interface module for the conventional equilib-

rium solvers is applied successfully to the ]inear and nonlinear stability

analyses and that for the inverse codes is now being developed. On the

basis of the two dimensional spline interpolation In (t|J,x) s P a c e t n e

metric variables are derived from the results of the latter codes. The

instability growth rate for the Solov'ev equilibrium obtained by the in-

verse equilibrium solver and the new interface module agrees well with the

results by the conventional codes.
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3. Stability analyses

As shown in section 1 the main objectives of the TRITON-I are

elucidation of the low-n ideal/resistive modes in relation with the

disruption processes and the beta optimization of the tokamak equilibria.

These problems are analyzed by using various models and corresponding

numerical codes as summarized in Table 2.

As for the first objective the transition between the resistive and

internal kink modes, or current-driven and pressure-driven modes are

studied minutely. For this purpose the applicability of the conventional

reduced set of the resistive MHD equations is investigated by reconsider-

ing the ordering of the equations. Understanding of the mechanisms of

the major disruption is one of the important issues which should be

solved urgently in the field of the tokamak research. The m=2/n=l and

m=3/n=2 modes r.re considered to be responsible for the major disruption.

The destabiiization mechanisms of these modes are not necessarily

clarified. Effect of the finite beta and plasma shape should be con-

sidered in the analyses. Kinetic effects on the MHD models are described

in the Ref.4.

As for the beta optimization of the tokamak equilibria linear MHD

stability analyses play an impotant role. Considering the importance

of the ballooning instabilities the quasi-mode representation technique

was incorporated to the ERATO code and the stabilities with medium Co

high toroidal mode number are analyzed . The ERATO code is improved

also with respect to the matrix eigenvalue solver.

By using the ERATO code we are analyzing the positional instability

and remodelling the code in order to analyze the instabilities in a tenser

pressure plasma (TERA), which will be described elsewhere.

3.1 The m=l mode and internal disruption

The m=l mode is important because it has relation to the commonly

observed MHD activities in tokamaks such as the internal disruption and

continuous oscillations in higher poloidal beta plasma . Also the

fishbone instability observed in the PDX tokamak is supposed to be

caused by the m=l MHD activity .
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First, we analyzed the internal kink mode by using the ERATO code.

Figure 1 shows the stability diagram for the internal kink mode in a

plasma with q /q =2.5 and circular(solid line )7elliptic (broken line)

cross sections. As seen in the figure poloidal beta and toroidal effects

on the stability are clearly obtained and, moreover, the second stability

region on the mode is obtained. In the high intensity heating experiment

of the JFT-2 tokamak the boundary between the sawtooth oscillation and

continuous oscillation region of the soft X-ray signals almost coincides
9)

with the lower stability boundary of the m=l internal kink mode(Fig.2) .

Next, in order to understand the transition from the sawtooth

oscillation(disruption) to the continuous or fishbone oscillation, we

have studied the linear stability and the nonlinear evolution of the

m=l resistive mode by using two models of MHD equations: i.e., the

reduced set of equations and the incompressible equations with helical

symmetry(AEOLUS-I1) . The reduced set of MHD equations was applied to

the toroidal plasma with finite beta. This set of equations was also

used to study the effect of the toroidicity and ellipticity on low beta

plasma(Fig.3j4). It was shown that the results depend on the equilibrium.

For the analytic equilibrium correct up to the order of e, the m=l

resistive mode always results in the disruption , while the m=l

magnetic island saturates for the numerical equilibrium when the poloidal
12)

beta value exceeds the critical one (Fig.5). The linear stability

analysis shows that the transition of the eigenfunction from the global

current driven mode to the localized resistive pressure driven mode is

responsible to this saturation; that is, in a high beta plasma, the

driving energy of the m=l mode is localized near the q=l surface and

this energy is easily delivered by the small island formation. On the

other hand, the results of the second set of equations show that the m=l

island saturates when the parallel wave number becomes shorter than the

critical value. In this case, the large moduration of the magnetic

field B along the helix is responsible to the saturation; the modulation

of B cancels the skin current at the q=l surface(Fig.6). Although both

set of equations show the saturation of the m=l mode, the saturation

mechanisms are different. This means that we need the more comprehensive

set of equations, which includes both types of saturation mechanisms.
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We derived the new reduced sec of MHD equations under the assumption

of the toroidal incompressibility, v-(v/R )=0, and without using the

tokamak ordering. On the basis of this set of equations che linear sta-

bility code(NOTUS-IT) and the nonlinear code(AEOLUS-IT) are now under

development. The preliminary results of the linear stability show that

this new set of equations can express the internal kink mode in a toroid-

al plasma with finite beta(Fig.7).

3.2 Tearing mode and major disruption

The m=2/n=l and m=3/n=2 tearing modes are considered to be responsi-

ble for the cause of the major disruption process. Two main concerns of

us are the shape effects, i.e., dependences on the aspect ratio A and

ellipticity E, and the beta effect on the destabilization of the m=2/n=l
12)

and m=3/n=2 modes. As for the former we obtained the conclusions by

using the reduced set of equations(NOTUS-R1 and AEOLUS-R1),

(1) toroidicity and ellipticity broaden the mode spectrum, i.e., the

m=3/n=l and m=5/n=2 modes are dertabilized by the toroidicity and

ellipticity, respectively(Fig.S),

(2) evolution of the m=2/n=l and m=3/n=2 modes are scarcely affected by

the toroidicity and ellipticity.

The major disruption process- is not essentially changed by these geometri-

cal factors. The latter problem is related to the destabilization of the

ra=2/n=l and m=3/n=2 modes by the pressure derivative.

In the linear calculation we study the dependence of the growth

rate on the poloidal tita value, 3 , by using the full set of the resis-

tive MHD equations(NOTUS-C1) and the incompressible equations with the

helical symmetry(N0TUS-I1) in the cylindrical model. The equilibrium

profiles of the pressure and the safety factor are chosen such that

p(r) = B (1-r2) and q(r)=1.44(l+(r/0.65)8)1''4. In this equilibrium the

Ueal mode is marginally stable for the m=2/n=l mode and the m=3/n=2 mode

hecomes unstable for high 8 region. Figure 9 shows the dependence of

Lhe growth rate on (3 . The m=3/n=2 mode is affected by the compressi-
P

bility but the dependence on $ is the same for both compressible and

incompressible cases. Figure 10 shows the scaling of the growth

rate with respect to the resistivity, r\. Assuming that y « T} we have

- 6 -



a=3/5-CeB /s, when the ideal mode is marginally stable. The parameters

£ and s are the inverse aspect ratio and the shear at the rational

surface, s=r q'/q, and C is a constant(in our equilibrium C=1.25). In

the usual tokamak equilibria, the shear at the m=2/n=l surface is larger

than that of the m=3/n=2 surface, and the finite beta effect is stronger

for the m=3/n=2 mode.

In the nonlinear calculation the incompressilbe equations are used.

Figure 11 shows the evolution of the m=3/n=2 magnetic island width for

the differnt values of S . The saturated island width increases as £
P P

and decreases as the mode becomes close to the ideal one in the high 6
P

region. The dependence of the m=2/n=l magnetic island width on $ is
slight.

3.3 Balloonig mode analyses

It is considered that the beta limit of a tokamak equilibrium is

determined by the stability of the ballooning modes, especially, those

with the finite toroidal mode number. By using the ERATO code we

calculated the stability regions in (qn,3 ) space for the ballooning
4 ) p

modes with various toroidal mode number . In the series of the analyses

we found the second stability equilibrium in higher poloidal beta region

for the ballooning mode with the toroidal mode number n=10(Fig,12) by

optimizing the pressure profile pOI») . Roles of the destabilizing and

stabilizing terms are clarified by plotting the potential energy

contributions for the modes with different pressure profiles(Fig.13).

As expected the shaping of the pressure profile pCIO is most effective

for stabilizing the ballooning modes. However, it should be remarked

that the current profile is also a very important factor for the beta

optimization of the equilibrium against the finite n modes.
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A. Summary

We have studied the low n MHD modes on tKe basis of various models.

These modes are responsible for the major disruption, internal disruption,

and the beta limit of the tokamak plasma. For these studies we have made

efforts on development of efficient and accurate equilibrium codes and

interface modules. We also devised numerical methods to carry out the

stability calculations efficiently. By investigating minutely stabiliz-

ing and destabilizing terms of the equations we reconsidered the appli-

cability of the conventional reduced set of the resistive MHD equations.

And we simulated the ideal/resistive m=l modes in the low to high poloid-

al beta plasma comprehensively. We have obtained some insights into the

finite beta effect of the m=2/n=l and m=3/n=2 resistive modes responsible

for the major disruptions. Linear analyses of the finite n ballooning

modes are carried out and the second stability equilibria are also obtained

as in the case of the internal kink mode. By carrying out the nonlinear

simulation of the finite n ideal/resistive ballooning modes, though it is

very time-consuming, we will be able to attain more comprehensive under-

standings of the low n MH.D phenomena.
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Fig.13 Finite-n ballooning modes: radial profiles of
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kink terms and total potential energy, respectively.

TabLe 1 Equilibrium codes

name of code boundary condition mesh*

SELENE10 fixed

SELENE40 semi-fixed

SELENE50 semi-fixed

SELENE5F semi-fixed

SELEtfE-T semi-fixed

type** remarks

FEM,

FDM,

FEM,

FEM,

FDM,

Q
R

Q

Q+F

R

NEP
FCT

NEP

NEP

NEP

scalar

scalar

scalar

scalar

tensor

pressure

pressure

pressure

pressure

pressure

FEM
FDM
R
0
IT

NEP
FCT

Finite Element Method
Finite Difference Method
Rectangular Mesh
Quadrilateral Mesh
Fourier Expansion in Poloidal Direction
Nonlinear Eigenvalue Problem
Flux Conserving Tokamak
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Table 2 Cosies a::d problems

Full net ot ideal
Mill) equations

Full net of resfo-
Live Hill) equations

Mew reduced sec of
resistive Hill)
equations
(Incompressible
resistive Hill)
equations)

ftedticcf «*>(• of
resistive HUB
equations
(incompressible'
resistive equation!)
with tolcainalt order-
ing)

Linear nnnlynet

Cylindrical plnfliiui

"THALIA
• in* 2,3 growth rate of
ideal modes

"NOTUS-Cl - •
•effects of compress-
ibility on 111=2,3
modes

"NOTUS-U
j|im=l resistive inter-

nal mode
• transition of m=2,3
ideal/resistive
mod PS

"NOTUS-Rl
• transition of m=2,3
ideal/resistive
modes

Toroidal plasma
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3-D RESISTIVE MHD CALCULATIONS FOR TOKAMAK PLASMAS:

BEYOND THE SIMPLE REDUCED SET OF EQUATIONS*

B. A. Carreras, L. Garcia, T. C. Header

H. R. Hicks(a), J. A. Holmes^', V. E. Lynch^a>, and B. F.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Numerical studies of the resistive stability of tokamak plasmas in

cylindrical geometry have been performed using: (1) the full set of

resistive Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations and (2) an extended version of

the reduced set of resistive MHD equations including diamagnetic and

electron temperature effects. In particular, the nonlinear interaction of

tearing modes of many hellcities has been investigated. The numerical

results confirm many of the features uncovered previously using the simp I",

reduced equations.

Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy (OER), U.S. Department
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INTRODUCTION

Since the last workshop, we have extended the scope of the three

dimensional resistive MHD calculations, by moving in two directions

simultaneously. First, we have Incorporated more physics, like diamagnetic

and viscous effects, and resistivity and density evolution, in the reduced

set of resistive MHD equations [1]. Secondly, we have also started

calculations using the full set of resistive MHD equations. Both uypes of

calculations at present are limited to cylindrical geometry. We have made

detailed comparisons with previous calculations using the standard reduced

set of MHD equations. It was of spec .al interest for us to study their

potential impact on the basic disruption model which we developed on the

ba3is of the Interaction of multiple helicity tearing modes [2]. The

present results do not modify the basic conclusions of the reduced set of

equations, but they do show some quantitative differences.

II. FULL SET OF MHD EQUATIONS

The full set of resistive magnetohydrodynamic equations caa be written

as [3]

-25 - V x (V x B - -L nJ) , (1)
3t SA

j£ - v x (V x v) - i- 7 ( v 2 + Bop) + J x B + ^ V ^ v , (2)

plus an equation of state for the pressure. The equation of state either

assumes the form

i£ - _v . Vp - rpV • v + n<r - 1) |J| 2 (BQS^- 1 (3a)

which r e s u l t s i n a compress ib le plasma model, or
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-i- V • [v x (v x v) - — Vv
2 + J x B + - Vfv] . (3b)

% 2 2

Equations (l)-(3) have been written in a dimensionless system of units with

all lengths normalized to a (the plasma minor radius), the magnetic field B

to BQ (the equilibrium toroidal vacuum field at the plasma major radius &n),

the velocity v to the Alfven velocity v^ = (BQ/vpn) 1/2» the time to the

Alfven time T A = a/vA, the pressure p to pQ (the equilibrium value at the

magnetic axis), and the resistivity n to ng (the value at the magnetic

axis). In terms of these quantities SA =
 T

r/t A is the ratio of the

resistive skin time Tr » ̂ —^ to the Alfven time; BQ = 2MPQ/B(J I S the

equilibrium beta at the magnetic axis; and R * av&/v where v is the

viscosity in units of [a2/rA]. The unit vector \ denotes the toroidal (or

axial 1i cylindrical geometry) direction, and the subscript i denotes the

poloidal (perpendicular to £) plane. The coefficient r in Eq. (3a) is the

ratio of specific heats for the plasma.

Both the full and reduced sets of equations are solved using

three-dimensional, nonlinear, initial value computer codes, CYL and RSF, [4]

respectively. These codes are very similar: both are partially implicit,

using finite differences in the radial coordinate r and in time, and a

spectral representation with periodic boundary conditions in 6 and c.

The first step in comparing both sets of equations has been t:o perform

systematic linear stability studies. These results will be reported

elsewhere [3]. We would like to emphasize here the reasonable agreement

between the linear growth rates obtained from both calculations (Fig. 1)

even for relatively small aspect ratios (e^ ~ 0.2). At very small aspect

ratio (&r ~ 1) the main changes to the eigenfunctions come through pressure

effects (Fig. 2). In this paper we will concentrate on the nonlinear three

dimensional results, namely the nonlinear interaction of tearing modes.

In order to compare the results of calculations having interacting

tearing modes, multihelicity calculations were carried out at e^ » 0.2,

S^ = 105, and R - 1.67 x 105. The reduced set of equations, as well as the

full set of equations with constant B®1' » 1, were used. Sixteen components

were included in the calculations according to the ordering scheme in

Ref. [4]. In both the full and reduced equation calculations the 2/1 and

3/2 magnetic islands grow, overlap, and result In a stochastic magnetic

field over a large portion of the plasma (Figs. 3 and 4). Consistent with

the single hellclty results [3], the islands display somewhat more rapid

growth and larger amplitudes with the full equations than with the reduced
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equations, but the evolution as seen by the two systems of equations is

quite similar. The (m«2;n=l) and (nt-3;n«2) modes are both linearly

unstable. These instabilities grow independently until their nonlinear

interaction (facilitated by the (m=5;n«3) and the (m«l;n=l) modes) becomes

strong. This occurs roughly at the time the 2/1 and 3/2 magnetic islands

overlap. At this time the 2/1 drives the 3/2 instability through their

nonlinear interaction leading to the stochastization of the magnetic field

throughout a sizeable region of the plasma. We associate this process with

certain major disruptions [2]. The effects of this process upon the

magnetic field lines for the full equation calculation is shown in Fig. 4.

III. REDUCED SET OF HHD EQUATIONS WITH DIAMAGNETIC EFFECTS

We now consider a reduced set of nonlinear three dimensional resistive

MHD equations including diamagnetic effects. These are a generalization of

the ones used elsewhere [5,6] in a single heliclty approximation, we have

further included the resistivity evolution and the effect of the thermal

force. The equations are

; v

(4)

+ ^ • [Hrx Vvf]

+ y ST± fT±

STi Vl * ([

8Te Te " X,,nTe + Xiv£Te + jff- i V,,(TeJz) (7)
JThp"ci n

and

(8)
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These equations are written in dimensionless form, and details on

normalization and conventions can be found in Ref. [7J. They are solved by

a time evolution scheme implemented in the computer code KITE, and are used

to study drift-tearing [8], rippling [9] and drift-rippling modes. The

numerical scheme is very similar to the ones described earlier for CYL.

In this paper we present only results relevant to the nonlinear

interaction of drift tearing modes. One important consequence of adding the

electron diamagnetic effects is the rotation of the magnetic islands

(Fig. 5). This produces a time dependent phase between the different modes,

which in turn might have an important effect on their nonlinear interaction.

We have investigated this possibility for a case of a strong disruption,

with an equilibrium q-profile q = 1.344U + (r/r0)]
1'1' rQ •= 0.56, which was

previously studied [7] in great detail with the simple reduced set of

equations. We did the present numerical calculations for values of the

electron diamagnetlc frequency comparable to the linear tearing mode growth

rate. In particular we show in Pig. 6, the results for % e » 1.3YT which is

a reasonable value for present day experiments. The results are compared

with the ai*e = 0 case. They show no apparent modification of the basic

interaction mechanism leading to the strong destabillzatlon of the (m-3;n«2)

mode. More sensitive to the diamagnetlc effects are the weakly interacting

cases, in which magnetic island overlap is marginal. The diamagnetic

effects are important in modifying the boundary between disruptive and

nondlsruptive equilibria.

CONCLUSION

Although the different effects studied in this paper quantitatively

modify and certainly complicate the dynamics of the nonlinear tearing mode

interaction, they do not change the nonlinear destabillzation of the

(m=3;n=2) mode by the (m=2;n=l). Therefore, the basic disruption model put

forward in Ref. [ 2] is supported when a more complete physical model is

incorporated in the calculations.
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REDUCED EQUATIONS FOR INTERNAL KINKS IN TOKAMAKS

R. Izzo, D, A. Honticello, H. R. Strauss, W. Park

J. Manickam, and J. DeLucia

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University

P.O. Box 451, Princeton, New Jersey 08544

ABSTRACT

A reduced set of ideal MHD equations are derived for large aspect ratio,

low P tokamaks that adequately describe the linear and nonlinear evolution of

ideal internal kink modes in tokamaks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently the PDX experiment at PPPL has observed large MHD types of

oscillations during high power neutral beam injection.1 MHD activity is

evident on both the soft x-ray detectors and the Mirnov loops, and have been

dubbed "fishbones." Prom the nature of these oscillations, it appears to us

that the ideal internal kink may be their cause. Evidence from linear

eigenvalue codes indicate that eP is becoming large enough to cause the

P

internal kink to cross the threshold of stability with growth rates larger

than the resistive kink growth rate. The nonlinear ideal bouncing of the

internal kink could then account for the periodic nature of the oscillation

and for the fact that reconnection, as occurs during a sawtooth, does not take

place during fishbones.

To simulate the nonlinear evolution of the internal kink mode in tokamaks

where P ~ E ( e the inverse aspect ratio) with a reduced set of MHD equations

means that we must first carry out the expansion to high order in E. The

growth rate Y typical of free boundary kink modes is the time scale of the

lowest order reduced equations. The intenal kink is marginally stable in this

order. Pressure coupled with toroidal curvature are introduced in the next

order. But, instead of y ~ ey as one might expect it is found that

2 2 2
Y ~ E Y. because the bad and good curvature average to zero in leading

order. We must, therefore, go higher order in e to find the growth rate of

2 2 2
the internal kink accurately i.e., Y ~ e Y..

II. HIGH ORDER REDUCED EQUATIONS

The equations of ideal MHD are
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J = V x B

|£

V X( V x B)

We use a cylindrical coordinate system R, Z, C. The major radius of the

device is denoted by RQ and the minor radius by a.

The starting point of the procedure is to note that with P ~ e (e = a/RQ)

the energy principle shows that for modes to be unstable their growth rates

must be of the order of or smaller than Y = R/V . (VR is the Alfven velocity

Tt
and time dependence is e .) The' momentum equation then shows that the

variation of the toroidal field from i/R must be of the order of e B . To

lowest order in e this unknown variation of the toroidal field can be

eliminated from the problem by taking the curl of the momentum equation. The

resulting equations are the standard low P tokamak reduced equations that

describe free boundary kink modes.

B = V(l> x VC + I
o
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V = R2VU x VC
o

a2 a2

H e r e Xo = Bo R
o
 a n d V C = C/R

o-

In this order the internal kink mode is stable and we need to go to

higher order in inverse aspect ratio. One might assume at this point that to

make progress it is necessary to go back to the mom<--nt«ra equation to find the

variation of the toroidal field. But this is not the case. Instead, by first

multiplying the momentum equation by R2 and then taking the curl, the unknown

variation of toroidal field can be eliminated to the next order as well. The

resulting equations are

Ro ^dt^ = B*V«A**) + 2 VR x Vp

= R B'

^ = 0
dt

B = Vty x v<; + x \
o

V = R^Vu x VC

where VC = C/R and we have taken p a I/R . With the inclusion of resistivity

these equations have been successful in describing the effects of finite

aspect ratio on P = 0 tearing modes. However, as mentioned in the

introduction these next order corrections lead to a growth or oscillation with
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0 0 0

\y\ ~ £ Y . This means we roust go still higher order in e to find the

correct growth rate or oscillation frequency of the internal kink mode. To do

this we must now solve for the variation in the toroidal field. This is

accomplished by going back to the momentum equation and making use of the fact

that the growth rate is small to eliminate the leading order inertia terms.

To proceed we use the following forms for v and B.

V = R2VU

B = H * VC + iVC

These are the most convenient forms, since they reduce to the results for the

lower order equations. The expressions for both v and B are also completely

general. H and I are related to the magnetic vector potential A by

1 = 1 + R2V x A,
o i i

where

Although it is possible to justify apriori the ordering of the variables,

we will for convenience set out the consistent ordering. With
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1 , p = 1 , a = 1

we find

, I ~ T , V i ~ e

\ ~ ^ ' \ ~ e ' ' B l ~

We start the derivation by taking the curl of R times the momentum

equation, but now we keep all terms on the right hand side and find.

where,

We can see from this equation that we only need I correct to leading

order. Ignoring inertia, the perpendicular equation then gives

I V.I = k
o -I-

3 B

- i
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At equilibrium this gives the Grad-Shafranov equation

2 *
I I1 + R P1 = -A (|)
o

We can solve for I by using the line inteqral technique, but it is easier

if one takes the divergence of the equation for I and uses the line integral

only for the boundary condition. Doing so we find

I ?2I = V'k
o

I I = J k\iA + C(t)
o b

We previously used the C component of Faraday's law to show that the

f luid was incompressible to leading order. We wi l l now use this equation to

evolve X. We find

Next we proceed to find the magnetic f i e l d variables from Faradays Law

5»
• f = V x B + I Vu + ?•ot o

where we have again taken the potent ia l <t> = I u + <t> for convenience (* ~ £ )

This y ie lds

Vu « H'VC + I o -JjJ - H'VX + •§£
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All that remains is to choose the qauge to determine the evolution of the

potential <t>. A convenient choice is

Vl * Al

with

Faradays law then gives

\7 H

and from the definxtion of I we have

2 (I~V

V = - R~

Collecting the results, and keeping only to the necessary order

,TT2

2 7 R

'*v-5? +

If

p ^ C _ pRVu X VVC . I m . I te . I _
R
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o •!•

OB

k = -R2VjP - A * W - I

] - V, • (JL-)

V = R 2V U
 x VC + Vx + V.R

B =

The boundary conditions for these equations are a) """jjj - °'

b) v I = 0, and c) E x nl. = 0. These imply that on b
r |b lb

a) <|> = o ,•=£•= h(t)

b) u = 0 , -ĝ  = 0

c) $ = 0

where h(t) is chosen to satisfy Gauss's theorem. There is also the boundary

condition for I
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I r = / k'd* + C(t)
o b

where C(t) is chosen to keep

1 — dA = constant
R

which follows from the conservation of toroidal flux with E * n = 0.
|b

III. RESULTS

The above reduced set of equations have been coded using a finite

difference scheme in the radial direction and si>ectral analysis in the

poloidal and toroidal direction. From the work of Bussac et al. we know that

the toroidal case does not reduce to the cylindrical case for poloidal and

toroidal mode numbers m = 1, and n = 1. Therefore a flag has been put into

the code to null the toroidal terms and allow a check with a 1-D cylindrical

solution obtained by quadrature. The results of this test are shown in the

first figure. The results are surprisingly good even for aspect ratios of

5. The toroidal version with the flag turned off can be checked against the

cylindrical case for m = 1, n » 1 as the results of Bussac et al. show.

(However, e? must go like 1/n.) The results of this test are also shown in

Fig. 1.

To check the toroidal terms themselves we have begun a comparison with

the PEST code and these calculations are just underway.
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FIGimR CAPTIONS

FIG. 1. Y/e2 vs e for J^ = JQ (i - r2/a2)2

P = 1, B = 1, a = 1. Dashed curve is from

Rosenbluth, Daqazian, Rutherford, Phys. Fluids 16,

1894 (1973). • are from quadrature. X are from

reduced equations. All the above are for m = 1,

n = 1 cylinder. A is from reduced equations for

torus and m = 1, n = 5.
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Three Dimensional MHD Simulation on the Stability of a High-Beta Tokamak
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(a) The Research Institute of Atmospherics, Nagoya University

Honohara 3-13, Toyokawa 442, Japan

(b) Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University
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The equilibrium configuration of a high-beta tokamak to give the maximum

toroidal beta, f3 was studied from a two dimensional MHD simulation under the

condition of a constant total toroidal current when the magnitude of the

vertical magnetic field was controlled in the equilibrium, whrch was made by

adjusting the diamagnetic effect and the toroidal current profile. Next, a

critical stability condition for the low-n ballooning mode was obtained by a

three dimensional MHD simulation starting from the equilibrium given by two

dimensional MHD simulation.

In the present simulation, the MHD equations are solved by the two step

Lax-Wendroff scheme as an initial value problem under the fixed boundary

condition.

The equilibrium solution of the high-beta tokamak is obtained from a

2D-MHD simulation using an analytical solution expressed by the following

poloidal magnetic flux,

,„ ,1/2. irr 37rr vz , 3itzN 1_ 2
V ao ( R r ) ( C O^2 + alrcos~r)(cos2b + " l z 0 0 8 " ^ + 2Bvor '

where the basic vertical magnetic field, B is given through the relation of

B (r=-a) + B (r=a) + 2B (f=0)=0 in the cylindrical coordinate system in
zo zo zo
Fig.l, and R is the major radius. Then, the diamagnetic effect, the toroidal

current profile and the controlled vertical magnetic field are introduced by
2

rBQ =R(1+B,,i!> ), the ratio of the safety factor at the wall to that at the
Ho I o

center, q /q and B =B (1+6 ), where & is the enhancement factor of the
a o v vo v v

vertical magnetic field.

In Fig.2 are shown the characteristics of the toroidal beta, 3 and

poloidal beta, 3 when the magnitude of the vertical magnetic field is

controlled, where the effective safety factor proportional to the total

toroidal current, <q > is 1.2, the aspect ratio, R/a=3 and the diamagnetic

parameter, f$ =-1.5. The toroidal beta increases once and has the maximum
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when <S becomes large from 2ero. The enhancement factor, 6 for the vertical

magnetic field to make 3 maximum is almost linearly proportional to q /q .
t 3 0

In Fig.3 are shown the toroidal beta, 3 , poloidal beta, 3 and vertical
t P

magnetic field, B versus q /q under the condition that B is controlled to6 v Ma Ho v

make 6 maximum. In Fig.4 are shown the configulation of the toroidal

current, JQ and the plasma pressure, p in the equilibrium state of high-beta

tokamak by contour lines. The left and right sides are corresponding to the

inside and outside of the torus, respectively. The high-beta equilibrium can

be obtained for small q /q corresponding to the flat and hollow-type toroidal

current profiles, and little f3_ corresponding to the strong toroidal magnetic

well. In Figs.5, 6 and 7 are shown the charactristics of the toroidal beta,

poloidal beta, vertical magnetic field and the profiles of the toroidal

current and the plasma pressure for the case of R/a=2. Although the tendency

is similar to the case of R/a=2, a higher beta equilibrium is obtained due to

the small aspect ratio. The profile of toroidal current becomes D-type in

the high bet.i equilibrium and that of toroidal current becomes hollow-type

and moreover crescent moon-type.

Next, the stability of the equilibrium given by the 2D-MHD simulation is

studied using a 3D-MHD simulation for the low-n ballooning mode. In Figs.8

and 9 are shown the time evolutions of the amplitude of m/n=l/l ballooning

mode in the helical mode expansion, where q /q =0.5 and 1.0, respectively.

Then, m and n stand for the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers. In Fig.10 is

shown the growth rate of the m/n=l/l mode under the condition of the constant

toroidal current, and a stability limit can be estimated in the figure. In

Fig.11 is shown the stability limit of the high-beta equilibrium for R/a=2.

The stable high beta equilibrium with the toroidal beta value, 8 = 12.5% and

10.0% is obtained for small q /q . In Fig.12 is shown the dependence of the

stability limit on q /q . The simulated stability limit, S approaches
-1 5 a ° t c

0.22q " for large q /q is a little defferent from the analytically
a a o n

estimated one, 6 = (a/R)q in the cylindrical geometry.

In Figs. 13 and 14 are shown the profiles of the safety factor, q versus

the magnetic flux, <l> in the final state of simulation, and the ratios of

safety factors q /q in the figure stands for the values in the initial state.



The q-profile decreases once with increasing \j> for q /q =0,5. The q-profile

becomes remarkably flat near the center for the strong diamagnetic effect in

the case of q /q =0.5, and the safety factor, q does not less than unity in

all regions of IJJ. This means the fact that the internal kink mode does not

occur because of no resonance surface of q=l.

In Figs. 15 and 16 are shown the pressure profiles for the time evolutions

of the ballooning mode at the times of the growing stage of instability, the

saturation stage and the relaxation stage. The pressure profiles averaged in

the toroidal direction become flat and spread to the periphery after the

saturation as is shown in the top panel. The ballooning instability remarkably

grows in the outside region of torus, namely in the bad curvature region of

magnetic field lines, and is stabilized due to the shorter connection length

and wall effect corresponding to the fixed boundary condition.
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Fig.4 Configuration of the toroidal
current, Jg and the pressure, p in the
equilibrium state of the high-6
tokamak, where ̂ q >=1.2 and R/a=3.
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Fig.5 Characteristics of the toroidal beta,
3 and poloidal beta, 8 , when the vertical
magnetic field is controlled, where (q>=1.2,
R/a=2, 0 =-1.5 and °

5 =-(0.33+0.42q /q )P .

Fig.6 Dependence of the toroidal
beta, B and poloidal beta, B and
vertical magnetic field, B on the
ratio of the safety factorvq /q
under the condition that B is °
controlled to make B max
where <q> =1.2 and R/a=2.

maximum,

Fig.7 Configuration of the toroidal
current Jfl and the pressure, p in the
equilibrium state of the high-B
tokamak, where <q >=1.2 and R/a=2.

2.0
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Fig.10 Growth rate of the m/n=l/l mode

in the high-3 tokamak, where < q > =1.2

and R/a=2. Fig.11 Stability limit of the

high-3 equilibrium, where <qj> =

1.2 and R/a=2.
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SPHEROMAK TILTING AND ITS STABILITY CONTROL

T.Kayashi and T.Sato

Institute for Fusion Theory, Hiroshima University

Hiroshima 730, Japan

1. Introduction

Its innovative concept as a fusior. reactor, notwithstanding, spheronak

configuration is globally unstable, particularly tilt unstable. The tilt
1 2

instability is already experimentally and numerically observed. Stability
3

analysis states that a conducting wall close to a spheromak plasma could

stabilize the instability. Experimentally, it is also confirmed that a

figure eight or a saddle coil acts to stabilize it, though eventually it

suffers a tilting instability .

The purpose of this presentation is three-hoid. First, we attempt to

invent a numerical technique to create a rathar arbitrarily-shaped

spheromak like the one with a flux hole. Secondly, we study extensively

the dynamics governing the tilting instability, namely, the influence of

the magnetic index, the toroidal current (q-profile) and the resistivity

upon the tilting growth rate, and the roles of magnetic reconnection upon

the nonlinear development. The third purpose is an attempt to invent the

best way to control the tilting instability. We have tried to clarify

stabilizing effects of the distance, of the horizontal and vertical walls

and the radius of the center poles. We also studied the influence «f the

wall condition, namely, whether the wall acted as a flux conserver in the

spheromak creation stage or not.

i. Creation of a spheromak with a flux hole

In order to create a spheromak numerically we adopted the Princeton

slow induction scheme . In our numerical scheme that employs the two-step

Lax-Wendroff method, a smoothing procedure is needed to insure a numerical

instability. For this purpose we make a four-point average over the 25%

of the difference value ( f - f_ ) at every n time steps where f is each
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variable and f_ is a reference value which is updated by its own value at

every m time steps ( m > n ). By properly choosing n and m we can optimize

the numerical stability and the induced spheromak current.

In the operation of spheromak creation we have two time scales T

and T where T is the operation time of poloidal flux control and T
st sp r r st

is the time controlling the toroidal flux. When T / T , no flux hole
sp y st

is created but a classical type spheromak is created. When T t/T decreases,

on the other hand, a larger flux hole is formed. A typical spheromak with

a flux hole thus created is shown in Fig. I.

3. Dynamics of tilting instability

In Fig. 2 we present a typical tilting behavior. The upper frame shows

the tilt angle versus time. Corresponding spheromak forms are shown in the

lower frame which are viewed from two azimuthal angles perpendicular to

uach other. We observe two remarkable facts. One is the fact that as the

spheromak tilts substantially, an asymmetry appears, namely, that one side

of the torus is eroded and disappears when it tilts roughly 90°. We note

later on that this is due to magnetic reconnection. Another remarkable fact

is that after this reconnection (erosion) phase a helically-skewed

cylindrical blob continues to survive sufficiently long time, and decays,

presumably, by diffusion. This indicates that the complicated helically-

skewed structure is magnetohydrodynamically stable. In other words, the

tilted spheromak appears to relax toward a different minimum energy state.

Color movie (in the presentation) that traces the evolution of magnetic

field lines clearly indicates a partial realization of field-reversal

configuration.

In the above we have seen that spheromak tilts and the tilting

spheromak suffers recnnection which plays a vital role in the spheromak

life . In the following we summarize the relationships between the

tilting growth and several controlling parameters.

Fig. 3 shows a comparison between two cases with different toroidal

current distributions. It is evident that a spheromak having a sharply

peaked current tilts much more rapidly.

Fig. 4 shows tilting developments for different magnetic indices,

which indicates a clear dependence of the tilt speed on the magnetic index.
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In the next, we shall describe the influence of the resistivity upon

the tilting dynamics. The magnetic Reynolds number S is changed from 54

to infinity ( S does not include numerical diffusion ). Simulation runs

have shown that the spheromak evolution can be characterized by three

categories. For S < 1000, diffusion is a dominant process and spheromak

shrinks rather quickly, so that no tilting occurs. For S > 5000, on the

other hand, spheromak suffers a tilting instability and is eroded by

reconnection. In the intermediate S region, both shrinking by diffusion

and tilting by toroidal current take place simultaneously.

Shown in Fig. 5 are the tilt angles for S - 54,000 and S = 5,400.

The tilt behavior is similar to each other, However, the disruption speed

for S = 5,400 is faster than that for S -- 54,000. This difference may be

ascribed to the reconnection speed. To visualize this difference, we show

a Lime series of snapshots of a toroidal field contour surface in Fig. 6.

4. Stability control

In this section we do a parameter search for finding a useful way

of supressing the dange- .us tilting instability. In the first place, we

examine the wall stabilisation.

4.1 Wall stabilization

Three different cases are studied, namely, the vertical wall, isolated

conducting cylindrical belt, and horizontal wall. In order to study these

effects, we first create a nearly equilibrium spheromak in a usual way

and then place a wall in a certain position. By running a code with new

boundary conditions, we examine the wall stabilization effect.

4.1.1 Vertical wall

In the first run the wall is placed at r = 0.75ni ( the vacuum vessel
w

if a cylinder with r = 1.5m and z = ±0.75m ). In this case tilt speed is

somewhat slowed down compared with the case with no wall. When the wall

position is changed to r = 0.67m, the speed is further decreased, but

the decrease is rather small ( see Fig.7 ). When we moved the wall a bit

nearer to the spheromak, namely, r = 0.625, surprisingly tilt is

completely supressed as if it is tied to the wall. It turns out that this

dramatic change ocurred at r = 1.4r where r stands for a rough

spheromak radius. Thus, we can conclude that a vertical wall can stop the
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tilting instability if the wall is approximately within 1.4r , this being
3 S

consistent with Jardin et al .

4.1.2 Cylindrical ring

To know whether or not the above stabilization can be achieved by a

partial wall which does not engulf the spheromak, we have provided three

partial rings at r = 0.583m, the radial width being 0.08m and the vertical

height being 0.33, 0.67 and 1.33m. Tilt angles as a function of time are

shown in Fig. 8 for three cases. This indicates that the tilt tends to be

stabilized as the height of the ring increases. Importantly, however, no

complete suppression can be realized by a partial wall even though the

height is very close to the wall of the vacuum vessel.

4.1.3 Horizontal wall

Similarly to the case with the vertical wall, we put a horizontal wall

at z = ±0.42m. Tilting evolution is slowed down as can be seen in Fig. 9.
w

When the wall distance is reduced to z = ±0.33m, tilting is again

completely supressed. In this case roughly z = 1.3z whtre z is the

spheromak radius in the z direction. Thus, we can conclude that not only

the vertical wall, but also the horizontal wall can supress the tilting

instability as far as the distance from the spheromak is within a certain

distance, which is in contrast with Jardin et al .

4.1.4 Vacuum vessel

We also have examined how the vacuum vessel wall can contribute to

stabilization. For this purpose we have made simulations with the same

operational mode where the vertical dimension of the vacuum vessel is

changed from the initial stage. In this case, therefore, the total flux

is conserved. Three runs are made for z = ±0.42m, 0.33m and 0.25m. Tilt

angles are shown in Fig. 10,. Obviously, there is a marked difference in

the time when tilt appears appreciable. As the vessel dimension is smaller,

the tilt starts later. However, the nonlinear growth appears larger for

smaller dimensions, presumably because the spheromak size is smaller.

Here we note that in the last case tilt direction was opposite to the

applied perturbation. This may be interpreted as a result of nonlinear up

and down bouncing motion arising from the fast Alfven bounce motion.

4.2 Central pole stabilization

We have run four cases where the radius of the center pole is
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r = 0.08m, 0.17m, 0.25m and 0.33m. In these runs the pole was assumed to
P

exist from the initial condition. Tilt angle versus time is again plotted

for all cases in Fig. 1*. As can be seen from this figure, spheromak tends

to be stabilized as the pole radius increases. When r = 0.25m, it tilts

but the tilt stops at a certain angle and stays in its position for a

rather long time. When r = 0.33m, tilt is supressed, however, the spheromak
P

shape is smashed on the pole side.

5. Conclusion

The present study has shown that the 3-D simulation is indeed useful

and practicil in not only studying the underlying physics but also finding

a stabilization technique of spheromaks.
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Figure Captions

Fig.1 Cross sectional view of several quantities of a typical spheromak

with flux hole

Fig.2 Typical tilting behaviors

Fig.3 Tilt angle versus time for different toroidal currents

Fig.4 Tilt angle versus time for different magnetic indices

Fig.5 Tilt angle versus time for different magnetic Reynolds number

Fig.6 Typical example showing the tilting deformation ( plotted are the

contour surfaces of toroidal field component )

Fig.7 Tilt angle versus time for different vertical wall positions

Fig.8 Tilt angle versus time for different cylindrical rings

Fig.9 Tilt angle versus time for different horizontal wall positions

Fig.10 Tilr angle versus time for different vacuum vessel sizes

Fig. 11 Tilt angle versus time for different central pole sizes
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Three-Dimensional Spheromak Merging

Y. Oda and T. Sato

Institute for Fusion Theory, Hiroshima University

Hiroshima 730, Japan

1. Introduction

Spheromak is an attractive object both technically and physically in

nuclear fusion plasma research. Because of the compactness and versatility

coining from its intrinsic nature that the confinement magnetic fields are

topologically separated from the external circuit, there are several

technical advantages in designing a fusion reactor. For example, we are able

to design it in such a way that the combustion chamber and the spheromak

creation chamber be separated. By doing so, neutron irradiation upon the

created spheromak can be shielded. Also, it may be possible to create a

large spheromak by repeated merging of small spheromaks. Furthermore, merging

technique may enable us to refuel the burnt spheromak.

Not only such technical and practical advantages, but also spheromak

provides several physically interesting subjects, particularly as an object

for revealing global plasma dynamics. For example, it is interesting to

know how such a self-confined plasma can be created starting from a realistic
2

condition. In this respect, we have two-dimensionally and three—dimensionally

demonstrated that a spheromak configuration can be created by the Princeton

slow induction scheme. It is interesting also to know whether such a self-

confined plasma is configurationally stable or unstable and, if unstable, by

what dynamics the evolution is governed. Three-dimensional simulations have
3

disclosed that the plasma suffers a tilting disruption through reconnection

and recent more extensive 3-D simulations have examined in detail the

global dynamics of tilting instability and the remedies of the instability.

The purpose of this talk is to three-dimensionally attack the spheromak

merging process. Although the ultimate goal of this work is to find a

practical procedure to create a stable and large spheromak through merging

process, here we place .-,.i emphasis rather than on the physical result on the

proof of viability of three dimensional simulations for the analysis of such
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a complicated process.

2. Review of axisymmetric merging

B< rore jumping into three dimensional results, we shall review the

simulation result of axisymmetric spheromak merging. The numerical procedure
2 *? S fi

and the spheromak creation scheme are the same as the previous ones.' • '

The numerical model is such that two flux cores are installed side by side

inside a vacuum vessel as shown in Fig.l. In the axisymmetric merging,

calculations are restricted within a half cross section of the vacuum cylinder.

We here present two typical examples. One is the merging of two identical

spheromaks and the other is the merging of two different spheromaks. It is

confirmed that the toroidal and poloidal fluxes (x and V) of the post-merging

spheromak are related to those of pre-merging spheromaks (subscript 1 and 2)

by the following relations:

X = X + X2 (1)

¥ = max (V , V ) (2)

Secondly, we have examined the temporal changes of the total magnetic

energy (W) and the magnetic helicity (K). The results are shown in Figs.2

and 3. It is concluded for both cases that the magnetic energy decreases

rather quickly during merging process, while the helicity is almost conserved.

Another interesting point is the existence of recovery phase in both the

magnetic energy and helicity near the end of merging process. This indicates

that the kinetic energy once transferred from the magnetic energy through

reconnection is retransferred to the magnetic energy, namely, a relaxation

toward a force-free equilibrium after merging.

Third, plotted in Figs.4 and 5 are the radial q-profiles of the pre-and

post-merging spheromaks. It is seen that a big hollow appears in the q-profile

for merging of different spheromaks, while the q-profile is doubled for the

merging of identical spheromaks. The dip near the magnetic axis of the post-

q-profile in Fig.4 is not the same one as the hollow in Fig.5 but indicates

that merging of two spheromaks has not yet completed near the magnetic axis.

From this it is confirmed that qO?) = q (¥) + q (f).
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3. Three-dimensional merging

Several interesting conclusions are obtained from simulations of

axisymmetric merging. However, it is not guaranteed as yet that the merging

process is three dimensionally stable. For example, the previous result has

shown that the q value can exceed one even if the pre-merging spheromaks

have q < 1 profiles and that a hollow appears in the radial q-profile for

merging of different spheromaks. These indicate that a merged spheromak

would be unstable at least locally. This and other reasons naturally push

us toward a three-dimensional simulation.
3 5

The simulation scheme we employed is the same as the previous one.'

The model is shown in Fig.l. In the formation stage we employ the previous

2-D code whereby finer-grid sizes can be used (73 x 145 meshes) and the

diffusive deformation can be minimized. Then, we convert the axisymmetric

spheromak data to the present 3-D code where the grid points are 37 x 73 * 16

for the r, z and 6 directions.

In order to see the three-dimensional stability of merging spheromaks,

we have given two different perturbations. One is a tilting perturbation

(m = 0 , n = 1). The perturbation is given in such a way that two spheromaks

tilt in an opposite sense namely, two spheromaks approach to each other on

one side but depart on the other side. The other perturbation is a helical

kink perturbation (n = 1, m = 1) for both spheromaks. In the present case

merging of two identical spheromaks is considered.

Shown in Fig.6 are the cross-sectional plots of the poloidal field vectoi s

viewed from two azimuthal angles perpendicular to each other. It is observed

that tilting instability develops faster than the approaching speed of two

spheromaks and hence no merging occurs.

On the other hand, for a helical kink perturbation both spheromaks are

stable and approach to each other. As can be seen in Fig.7, merging is

completed. However, thereafter an instability develops. The instability is

not a helical kink type instability but a tilting instability. The tilt

speed appears to be of the same order as that of a single spheromak. The

pre-and post-q-profiles shown in Fig.8 indicates that the maximum q value is

somewhat smaller than one. Thus, the fact that no helical kink instability

has developed seems to be consistent with the theoretical conjecture.
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4. Conclusion

Our 3-D simulation results seem Co have given a definite evidence that

the 3-D simulation approach is indeed viable and practical for the fusion

plasma research at least in a certain branch, which is the main purpose of

this second US-Japan workshop.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l Simulation model of spheromak merging.

Fig.2 Temporal changes of the magnetic energy W, helicity K. and kinetic

energy V during the merging process: Merging of identical spheromaks.

Fig.3 Same as Fig.2 but for merging of different spheromaks- Note

the similar behavior to Fig.l.

Fig.4 Radial q-profiles of pre-and post-merging spheromaks: Merging of

identical spheromaks.

Fig.5 Radial q-profiles of pre-and post-merging spheromaks: Merging of

different spheromaks.

Fig.6 Cross-sectional plots showing the time evolution of the poloidal

field vectors for tilting perturbation. The left column is the

view from a certain azimuthal angle and the right is from the angle

perpendicular to it.

Fig.7 Same as Fig.6 but for helical kink perturbation.

Fig.8 Radial q-profiles of pre-and post-merging spheromaks.
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Fig. 1
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SEARCH FOR A HIGHER g STELLAKATOR

Octavio Betancourt

New York University

One of the main parameters of interest in a stellarator configura-

tion is that of critical B. Each case must be examined from the point

of view of equilibrium limits, stability limits (global as well as local

modes) and transport.

We have used an extended version of our 3D computational method

[1,2] to explore these questions in detail for configurations of

interest like Heliotron E, Heliac and ATF.

In the case of Heliotron E, localized modes behavior obtained from

evaluating the Mercier criterion yields much lower estimates of a criti-

cal 6, although interpretation of ihe results must allow for nonlinear

saturation of these modes, and the resulting deterioration of confine-

ment.

The main result for ATF was its good stability properties. We

discovered that as 8 increases, the M = 2, N = 1 mode goes into the

second stability region without becoming unstable. We had found this

same behavior a couple of years ago for the WISTOR-U configuration.

In both cases the g limit seems to be determined by the equilibrium

shift of the magnetic axis, although the behavior of local modes might

also be a limiting factor.

Since Heliac is based upon a helically symmetric concept, the main

question is the effect of the toroidicity in the fully 3D configuration.

Our calculations showed that the toroidal shift of the magnetic axis

relative to the separatrix scales, as expected, like X / R« For

example, in a typical case with Q = 6 helical periods, the shift would

be equal to half the minor axis of the plasma cross section for 8 i< 8%.

The effect of toroidicity on fixed boundary, internal modes is

shown in Figure 1. For a fixed 0 = 0.04, the comparison is between a

toroidal Heliac with 3 helical periods (e = U.126) and the equivalent

(i.e., same length, also 3 periods) straight configuration (e = 0.0).
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This was done for two different values of C, a parameter which measures

the amount of crescent (bean shape) in the cross section. For a typical

Heliac value of C * 1.6, the resonant M = 1 mode is stable in both cases,

whereas for C = 0.6 (D shape) the M = 1 mode is unstable in the straight

case, but stable in the toroidal case. The conclusion is that both the

toroidal effect and higher values of the crescent are stabilizing

factors. Thus we can expect very high stability limits for reasonably

shaped Heliacs.

A crucial question is that of existence of finite 3 free boundary

equilibria for Heliac. Results are shown in Figure 2 for a case with

6 = 0.08, 6 helical periods, and an aspect ratio for the plasma of 16.

The transform per period is 0.3- 0.4. The plot shows four cross sec-

tions of the plasma, surrounded by a sizable vac-turn region, and an

outer control surface (not a flux surface) on which a boundary condi-

tion for the vacuum potential is prescribed. From the values of the

potential on the control surface one can obtain a modular winding law

to produce such an equilibrium. A vertical field has been used to

center the plasma column.

[1] F. Eauer, 0. Betancourt, and P. Garabedian, A Computational Method

in Plasma Physics, New York: Springer-Verlag, 1978.

[2] F. Bauer, 0. Betancourt, and p. Garabedian, "Nonlinear magneto-

hydrodynamic stability," Phys. Fluids, Vol. 24, pp. 48-54, 1981.

Acknowledgement. This work was supported by U.S. DOE Contract

DE-AC02-76-ER03077.
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MHD problems in Heliotron Flasmas

M. Wakatani

Plasma physics Laboratory-

Kyoto University

Gokasho, Uji, Japan

Our approach to investigate MHD equili.. ri'jm and stability of

heliotron plasmas is to solve the reduced MHD eqs. derived by using

the stellarator expansion numerically. Since the short length of

the helical period is averaged over, the lowest equilibrium has

axisymmetry and it allows each long wave-length mode to be charactrized

by a single toroidal mode number, n,thereby the stability analysis is

reduced to a two dimensional problem. The three dimensional flux

surfaces of heliotron plasmas can be obtained by including the

first order correction in the equilibrium calculations. This approach

may sacrifice some physics compared to the three dimensional cal-

culation, but the improved resolution and computational speed offer

a better understanding to explore the large parameter space.

Three topics will be discussed.

(1) Examples of three dimensional equilibrium calculation by the

stellarator expansion method are given. One is for 3(0) % 1.3 %

without plasma current which was the highest value obtained in

the Heliotron E N3I experiments to heat target plasmas produced by

ECRH of 28 GHz. The other shown in Fig. 1 is for a marginal state

determined by the low n interchange ballooning modes.

(2) The design of the heliotron reactor or Heliotron H has been

started. The winding law is described by 0 = K / + a sin<y, where

a denotes poloidal angle and <p toroidal angle. The parameters

K = 7.5 and a = 0.15 are chosen tentatively to keep a space for

blanket and shielding between the helical coils and the outermost

magnetic surface. The vacuum magnetic configuration gives a

central rotational transform 1^(0) = 0.93 and the edge rotational

transform ijjta) = 2.2 The major radius is 21 a and the minor

average radius is 1.7 m- (For comparison parameters of Heliotron

E are given: ic = 9-5, a = 0, ih(0) = 0.5, *h(a) = 2.2, R = 2.2 m
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and a = 0.2m) The stability problem or which device gives a higher

beta limit was studied. For the low n interchange ballooning mode,

Heliotron H is better than Heliotron E.

(3) In the Heliotron E NBI experiments to heat ohmic heating target

plasmas, internal disruptions or sawteeth oscillations were observed.

When plasma current flows to increase the rotational transform due

to the helical coils (additive case), the internal disruptions appear

at I_ ^ 20 kA. But, in the opposite case, when the plasma current

flows to decrease the external rotational transform (subtractive

case), there are no observation of the internal disruptions. The

point is that discharges with I >> 20 kA were not obtained when the

plasma current Increases from I_ i> 10 kA. (Additional heating by

NBI was effective only for the target plasmas with I p = 10 * 20 kA

in the additive case and the increase of the plasma current comes

from the constant loop voltage operation of Heliotron E.) This

means that the internal disruption might limit the plasma current in

the heliotron type configuration.

We have studied the mechanism of the internal disruptions in

Heliotron E by solving the nonlinear reduced MHD equations for low
(2)

beta plasmas . The safety factor profile is quite different from

tokamaks. The q = 1 surface exists even in the vacuum magnetic

configuration. When the plasma current is peaked, there are two q =

1 surface as shown in Fig. 2(a). One might expect the double tear-

ing mode for this configuration, but in the nonlinear calculation

including resistivity the m = 1 / a = 1 internal kink mode becomes

unstable in inside region of the inner q = 1 surface. When the

flux surfaces shift in the one direction, magnetic reconnection

occurs. Pig. 3 shows time evolution of kinetic energy of the m = 1

/ n = J. mode and its harmonics. At the saturated state, the safety

factor becomes almost unity inside the outer q = 1 surface (see

Fig. 2(b)). This behavior might explain the internal disruptions.

References <

(1) M. Wakatani, IEEE Trans, on plasma Science, PS-£ (1981) 2^3.

(2) M. Wakatani, Nuclear Fusion 1§ (1978) 1^99.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Flux surfaces at B(0) = 5.2 % with a parabolic pressure

profile.

Fig. 2 (a) Initial safety factor profile and (b) Safety factor

profile at a saturated state.

Fig. 3 Time evolution of kinetic energy for m = 1 / n = 1 mode

and its harmonics.
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EQUILIBRIUM AND STABILITY STUDIES FOR HIGH BETA PLASMAS

IS TORSATRON/HELIOTRON DEVICES*
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ABSTRACT

The equilibrium and stability properties of high 8 plasmas In

torsatron/heliotron devices have been Investigated. Three numerical

approaches have been used to study plasma equilibria for a range of coll

configurations. The method of averaging permits fast equilibrium and

stability calculations. Two fully 3-D codes, namely the Chodura-Schluter

code, and the NEAR code recently developed at ORNL, are used to explore

selected regions of parameter space. The resulting equilibria calculated

with different methods are In good agreement. This validates the average

method approach and enhances its usefulness. Results are presented for

configurations with different aspect ratios and number of field periods.

The role of the vertical field has also been studied ia detail. The main

conclusion is that for moderate aspect ratios (A £. 8), the self-stabilizing

effect of the magnetic axis shift is large enough to open a direct path to

the second stability regime.

Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy (OER), U.S. Department
of Energy, under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the Union Carbide Corporation.

^'Computer Sciences, Union Carbide Corporation, Nucleai Division.



I. INIKQDUCTIOM

We have performed detailed equilibrium and stability studies of SL* 2

Torsatron/Heliotroa configurations over a wide range of parameters. The

main motivation was to find an optimal configuration on which to base the

design of the Advanced Toroidal Facility (AT$ . Two methods, implemented in

three systems of codes, were used for such calculations* One of them, the

method of averaging [1,2], has allowed the mapping of magnetohydrodynamical

properties of a large number of configurations in a fairly short time. The

second method, baaed on the minimization of the potential energy, is carried

out in a full three dimensional geometry either with the Chodura-Schluter

code [3] or the NEAR code [4], recently developed at ORNL. They are used to

explore selected cases and at present are limited to equilibrium studies.

The three codes use the same input, the vacuum fields produced by a given

coil configuration. This has permitted detailed comparisons between the

results of the three systems of codes. Different ways of implementing the

averaging method have also been considered which basically differ in the way

the toroidal effects were included. For the range of parameters studied,

the averaging method reproduces in a satisfactory way the three-dimensional

calculations. The results are not very sensitive to the particular method

of implementation. This has lent strong support to such calculations.

The two three-dimensional codes use the minimization of the potential

energy as the way to reach equilibrium. The Chodura-Schluter code carries

out the minimization on a fixed Cartesian grid, and is approximately flux

conserving. This code does not permit high resolution calculations but is

suitable for the study of configurations with magnetic islands or a

bifurcated magnetic axis. The NEAR code uses a method similar to

Chodura-Schluter, but it uses vacuum flux coordinates, with Fourier

representation in the angular variables. This gives an increased radial

resolution and higher speed in the calculation.

II. EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATIONS

To characterize the different configurations we will refer to the

following parameters; coil aspect ratio Ac - Rc/ac, the number of field

periods M, the pitch paraneter p • M/£AC and the vertical field Bv» By

changing these parameters we can vary the main physics characteristics of

the vacuum configurations. Many of the equilibrium and stability studies

have been done for p ~ 1>4> F o r i n s t a n c e > Flg. i snOws one of the

configuration scans for p - 1.4, changing M. A sanple of equilibria for
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these configurations, and for BQ - 6%, Is shown in Fig. 2. These have been

obtained with the Chodura-Schluter code. A sequence of equilibria with

varying 3 calculated with the NEAR code, for a fixed configuration (M - 12),

Is shown in Fig. 3. For this same configuration, which Is close to the one

chosen for the ATF design, we have done detailed comparisons of the

equilibria calculated using the different codes. Fig. 4 summarizes these

comparisons, showing the magnetic axis shift at different values of beta.

The question of a limiting equilibrium beta is difficult to resolve

precisely. The limit has often been taken to be the point at which the

shift attains a value of one-half the minor radius. However, this limit Is

an arbitrary convention. Another possibility is to consider as a limit the

failure to find an equilibrium, as evidenced by lack of convergence in the

stellarator expansion or by magnetic surface breakup In the 3 —0

calculations. This limit may be Indicative of the encroachment of a

separatrlx on the flux surfaces, but It can also be due to numerical

problems. He are currently Investigating the possibility of separating the

limitations on fS due to numerical resolution from Intrinsic 8-1imitations.

The highest (5 equilibrium obtained wi;h the present codes using the

stellarator expansion for the configuration scan with p - 1.4 Is shown in

Fig. 5. The NEAR code is able to attain equilibria for the same

configurations with higher 8 values than the ones given In Fig. 5.

III. STABILITY STUDIES

The physics parameters of principal interest for stability studies are

the radial profiles of -t and V . In particular, the location of the zero

of V" relative to the location or the dangerous low order rational surfaces

(q - 1, q - 2, etc.) is of crucial importance. Figure 6(a) shows the

relationship of the low order rational surfaces to -tc, the transform at the

critical surface, for the vacuum field of the configurations In the constant

pitch scan described above. The shaded regions show the sections of

"configuration space" where low order rational surfaces lie inside the

plasma but outside the critical surface (wh,—e V is destabilizing). In

these regions, the only stabilizing influence is shear. Figure 6(b) shows

how the critical surfaces move outward as beta Increases and the magnetic

well deepens. The changing relationship between the critical surface, the

low order rational surfaces, and the well depth is the key element In

determining stability. Note that for all these configurations the

diamagnetlc contribution to V * is negligible compared with the contribution

due to the magnetic axis shift.
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Linear and nonlinear stability studies of large scale, fixed boundary

modes in these configurations were performed using Strauss's equations [5!

implemented in the RST code [6]. The stellarator expansion equilibria in

their tvi-dimensional form were used as input to RST. Since these

equilibria can be rapidly generated for a wide variety of configurations,

this method was used for systematic studies. The HERA [7] code was used to

determine gn.-.?th rates for helically symmetric equilibria (no toroidal

effects) for comparison with the averaged method studies in the helically

symmetric limit.

Fig. 7 shows the n «• 1 and n = 2 growth rates for the configuration

scan. Here the configurations in which low order resonances fall in the

region of destabilizing V are indicated by cross-hatching. KB the scan

crosses M => 185 the growth rate drops sharply as the mode becomes more

localized and is finally stabilized as the q » 1 surface is excluded from

the plasma. At a plasma aspect ratio of about 7, the M « 12 (ATF)

configuration is stable to both n - 1 and n - 2 modes. The modes become

unstable in the higher Ac, higher M configurations having the same pitch as

ATF, with growth rates increasing with aspect ratio. The stability of the

M = 12 case and the saturation of growth rate as BQ Increases for M > 14

(Fig. 8) suggest that the M - 12 configuration may lie at the edge of a

second stability regime.

Numerical calculations for high n modes and semianalytical calculations

for localized modes confirmed these results. They show that the combination

of magnetic well, produced by the Shafranov shift, near the plasma axis with

the shear near the plasma edge can stabilize the ideal mode for M £ 13. The

M = 12 configuration lies in the stable region and its maximum achievable B

is determined by equilibrium. (Fig. 9)•

The effect of a vertical field on the equilibrium and stability of the

plasma is very important. As the vertical field is Increased to produce an

outer sniff of the vacuum flux surfaces the quality of the equilibrium

deteriorates as its stability properties improve. This effect is reversed

when an inward shift is produced. For the M - 12 configuration, the plasma

can become unstable by increasing the inward shift. Therefore, this

configuration is suitable for testing the plasma stability properties.
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NONLINEAR THREE-DIMENSIONAL MHD
CALCULATIONS OF RESISTIVE INSTABILITIES

IN A REVERSED FIELD PINCH*

A. A. Mirin and J. Kllleen

National Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Center
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Llvermore, California
II. S. A.

Introduction

A three-dimensional finite beta compressible nonlinear resistive MHD code,

TEMCO, is used to study resistive Instabilities in a reversed field pinch

(RFP). The code uses cylindrical coordinates (r, $, z) and hence is applicable

to both cylindrical and toroidal geometries. The present study assumes an

infinite aspect ratio (cylindrical) RFP, with r being distance along the minor

radius, <)> the poloidal angle, and z distance along the torus or cylinder. This

presentation consists of a description of the physics and numerical techniques

used in TEMCO along with illustrative simulations of the evolution and

interaction of g modes In an RFP.

Basic Equations

The nondimenslonal equations are as follows:

L v(Pvi o (i)
3t -'

11 + vVT - - (Y-1) T V«V
3

IT : Vv + 1 V-(KVT) (2)

* — PP * — P

*Thls work was performed under the auspices of the II. S. Department of F.nergy
by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract No. U-74O5-EW5-48.
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j ! i + vVv - - i VT - — Vp
3t - - 2 2p

I j x B + i - V ' i (3)
p - - 2p a

J£ - -V x K, (4)

with the auxiliary conditions

J - 7 x H (5)

j I*

In Eqs. (l)-(7), p is the mass density, T is the energy per unit mass, v is the

velocity, _B is the magnetic field, y is the ratio of specific heats, S is the

magnetic Reynolds number TR/ TA> t*ie r a ti° °f resistive diffusion time to Alfven

time, j is the viscous stress tensor, ic is the thermal conductivity, n is the

resistivity, and v Is a dimensionless constant.

The resistivity n and thermal conductivity < are taken as isotroplc. The

Hall contribution to the electric field Is optional. The viscous stress tensor

j is based on an isotropic coefficient of viscosity, so that

V • J » P [V2v +JLv(V«v)1, (R)

as In Dibiase and Killeen [2]. The fact that the resistivity, thermal

conductivity and viscosity are taken as Isotroplc Is a matter of expediency.
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Although classical tensor representations of these quantities have been dertvo

[1], their applicability is questionable due to the extremely long parallel

mean free path.

Representation of Variables

The principal dependent variables are represented in a ]-T) poloidal

Fourier series:

U(r,z,4>) - U (r,z) + I fll (r,z)cosrait> + U (r.z)sin H>I-
m=l

Because only low poloidal mode numbers are of interest, the poloidal direction

is treated in a purely spectral manner, with the exception of an option to

compute 1/p pseudo-spectrally. Finite differencing Is performed In the r and z

directions.

Numerical MethodB

Letting IT » (p, T, vr, v. , vz, Br, B, , B z )
t , the basic equations can be

written in the form

LA(U) + Ln(u) + L V(U) + i^Op + \(v). (in)

Here, L_ represents the resistive terms in Kq. (4), L represents the viscous

terms in Eq. (3), LK represents the thermal conduction terms in F.q. (2), T^

represents the Hall terms in Eq. (4), and tA represents everything else.

Eq. (10) is solved using operator splitting. Standard spatial central

differencing coupled with an explicit time advancement is used in Ln, L , TJ|C

and Lu- The operator L. is advanced using a two step Lax-Wendroff method. The

timestep is determined in accordance with the courant condition associated with

L». The other operators are advanced using a smaller timestep if necessary.

Boundary Conditions

The z direction is periodic. At r •> 0, the boundary conditions depend on

the poloidal mode number m. Generally speaking all variables are 0, except as

follows: For m « 0, p, T, vz and J5 have vanishing radial first derivatives, as

do vr, v. , Br and B. for m - I. At the wall radius r » rw,
 v

r "
 B

r * °t

, . a T 2v,2 a 3v_ a 3B
III - 0, _ - — ! _ , * (rv. ) - 1 - 0 and _L (rB. ) - _ £ - 0. All boundary
3r 3r r 3r • 3r 7r 9 Tr
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conditions are second order accurate.

Plasma Equilibrium

The simulations presented here use an equilibrium of Robinson fil which Is

known to be stable to tearing modes. The pitch function y(r) and fiuydam

parameter [4] Cj are given by

rB

f

C, = _IL_fJLj' - 0.1

The wall radius Is rw " 4.5, and the on-axis B Is 18T. It Is understood that

both the on-a::is B and the pinch parameter 0 - B^ m\if<\>
 a r e unreal1stleally

large for ZT-4O. In present simulations with TFMCO (not reported here), the

quantity Cj Is allowed to vary with radius and the wall radius Is 3.2,

resulting In an on-axls beta of Tit and a 0-1.7.

Initial Conditions and Linear Calculations

TEMCO Is generally Initialized usln& output from the linear code OTWTC

F5], which Is an Implicit, finite beta, resistive, compressible code also

written in cylindrical coordinates. A quantity which measures the size of an

initial perturbation is e, defined as the value of Rr at the relevant singular

surface normalized to B on axis. TEMCO itself can be run in either a linear or

helical mode, but not nearly as efficiently. Its results though do compare

fairly well with those of ODRIC and RIPPLE IV \2] (a linear incompressible

code). For a case with m « 1, nk2 = -1 and S » 1000, the computed growth rates

of all three codes agree to within 3£.

Flux

A flux i|>h(r,z) may be defined for each helicity h -
 tn/nkz (b is defined as

0 for axisymmetric modes):
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*h (0,z) = 0 (Ha)

_J1- _rB - hB, (lib)
9r z *

Eq. (13b) Includes all contributions (m,n) to a Riven helicity. The

reconnected flux Aip̂  is defined as

where r̂  is the singular surface radius corresponding to the helicity h. It is

convenient to measure the amplitude of a Riven helical mode in terms of the

growth rate of its reconnected flux.

Code Simulations

In the following simulations, kz - . 3 W , S - 1000, n - 1, y - 1.6667, < -

0, jj » 0 (no viscosity) and u - 0 (no Hall effects). The value of kz

corresponds to an aspect ratio of 1; ZT-40 has R/a » 5. As a matter of

expediency the value of S is 2-3 orders of magnitude lower than that of ZT-40.

Case 1 is axlsymmetrlc (h - 0). The generating mode (initial condition)

is the (m - 0, n « 1) mode at an amplitude of E » 2.85 x 10~' . The

corresponding singular surface occurs at ro • 2.65, which is also the radius at

which B_ * 0. A nonuniform radial mesh of 51 points and a z mesh of 25 points

are used.

Case 2 is generated by the helical mode (m « 1, n « 3; h - -1) at an

amplitude of e = 1.0 x 10 . Its singular surface is at r_j " 1.93. The

Fourier series (Eq. (9)) is truncated at H • 1. A nonuniform radial mesh of 51

points is used. The z mesh is trivial since TEMCO has a special helical

option.

Figures 1 and 2 show the island range and growth rate vs. time for these

two cases. Flux contours for the axisymmetric case at t - 5<>7 and for the

helical case at t » 602 are shown In Figs. 3 and 4. TTie axisymmetric case

develops qualitatively similarly to that of Schnack, et al f61 , although

Schnack uses kz - 0.4 and e - 7.3R x 10"^. By t « 750 (measured In Alfven

units) the island encompasses most of the plasma and shows no sign of

saturation. The helical case also agrees qualitatively with that of Ref. [61 .

However, Schnack's result saturates by t » 416, whereas our case is still
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growing (albeit at a slow rate of 1.0 x 10~ ) at t = 750. An important

difference though is that Schnack effectively includes higher harmonics of the

same helicity via use of a f mesh, whereas our series is truncated at H = 1.

Case 3 is a simultaneous running of cases 1 and 2, and It illustrates the

phenomenon of nonlinear mode coupling. Th° Fourier series are again truncated

at M = 1, and the finite difference mesh has 63 radial points and 25 axial (z)

points. The island range vs. time for '-.he (0,1), (1,-3) and newly generated

(1,-4) modes are shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 contains the growth rate vs. time

for the (0,1) and (1,-3) modes. Figure 7 depicts flux contours for the h - 0

mods at t = 357, 500 and 550. Figure 8 shows flux contours for the h « -1 mode

at t = 357, 500 and 550. It can be seen that for the first 300 time units mode

coupling is rather insignificant, but at t • 450 the (0,1) mode "explodes."

Whether this is due principally to direct coupling with the (1,-3) mode or

whether the other m = 1 modes play a vital role is yet to he ascertained. As

the axisymmetric (h « 0) mode explodes, the h - -1 (generated by (1,-3)) mode

shrinks to the point that no islands can be seen. Tt is, however, displaced

from its original center, r = 0. By t » 550 the Internal energy has Increased

from 0.29 to 0.42 and the magnetic energy has decreased from 0.32 to 0.19; the

kinetic energy is approximately 0.005. Since this Is the only mixed helicity

calculation which has been carried out with TEMCO, further numerical checks are

necessary.

Conclusions

The nonlinear interaction of resistive interchange modes in a reversed

field pinch has been computed using the 3D code TEMCO. The simulation has been

illustrative In the sense that the parameters are not exactly the same as those

In any present day RFP. It does however vividly Illustrate the effects of mode

coupling.
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Figure Captions

1. Island range vs. time for h » 0 and h - -1 (decoupled) modes
2<. Growth rate vs. time for h » 0 and h - -1 (decoupled) modes.
3. Flux.contours for h - 0 case at t « 597.
4. Flux contours for helical h = -1 case at t « 602
5. Island range vs. time for h = 0, -1 and -0.75 helicities. (3T>)
6. Growth rate vs. time for h - 0 and -1 helicities (3T>)
7. Flux contours for h = 0 mode at (a) t - 357 (b) t = 500 and

(c) t = 550. (3D)
8. Flux contours for h = -1 mode at (a) t = 357, (b) t = 500,

and (c) t = 550 (3D).
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NONLINEAR TEARING IN THE RFP

R. A. Nebel, E. J. Caramana, R. G. Watt

Los AlaaoE National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

D. D. Schnack

Science Applications, Inc.

La Jolla, California 92038

Previous theoretical work has identified internally resonant m • 1

tearing modes as being likely in Reversed-Field Pinches(RFPs). l These

modes are destabilized by the same mechanism that destabilizes the m « 1

n - 1 tearing mode in the tokamak, namely diffusion of J ., to the axis.

However, both the linear stability and the nonlinear reconnection

processes are markedly different from their tokamak analog.

As shown in Fig. 1, RFP profiles can be destabilized on short

timescales due to diffusion. As Ji diffuses to the axis, both the safety

factor q and dq/dr decrease near the plasma axis. Either effect leads to

tearing mode instabilities.2

Nonlinear single helicity calculations1 indicate that these tearing

instabilities undergo two reconnections in order to return the plasma to

an almost symmetric stable state (see Fig. Z). The first reconnection

removes the resonant surface and helically distorts the plasma. This is

a standard Sweet-Parker reconnection and the reconnection time scales

like S 1 / 2 (where S is the Lundquist number).

The second reconnection restores the resonant surface and moves the

plasma towards a cylindrically sy nine trie state. This reconnection is

actually a form of rapid diffusion and scales like S. The value of q on

axis is increased and the profile Is stabilized.

However, single helicity calculations may be Inadequate to describe

the pinch since the RFP has an infinite number of • « 1 rational

surfaces. It is likely that several of these modes are unstable

simultaneously, which leads to the possibility of the Interaction of
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multiple, large scale, m » 1 instabilities. Three-dimensional

calculations are in progress to study these effects.

These calculations are being done using a pseudo-spectral formulation

of the priaatlve dissipative HHD equations in cylindrical geometry.3 The

code (SPECTR3) uses center finite differences to approximate radial

derivatives and the pseudo-spectral approximation for derivatives in the

6 and z directions. Preliminary calculations indicate that the modal

interactions may result in stochastic fields over a substantial portion

of the plasma interior during the mode evolution (see Fig. 3).

Recent experimental results from ZT-40 (Los Alamos RFP experiment)

indicate that tearing modes appear to be present and are the likely

source of the RFP "dynamo" that sustains the toroidal flux (see Fig. 4).1*

Sawtooth oscillations in the soft X-ray flux have been observed that are

correlated with m » 1 magnetic perturbations, Increases in the toroidal

flux, drops in the toroidal current, drops in the density, m • 0 magnetic

perturbations, and relaxations towards the minimum energy or Taylor

state.5 The data are consistent with the diffusion followed by an

instability scenario presented above.
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Figure 2. Helical flux at various time: (a-c) first reconnection; (d-f)

second reconnection. The time t ie in units of the Alfven

time.
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Fwld Line Integration Performed by Code TUBE (N. O'Neill , WFECC)
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Tearing mode of reversed field pinches

H. Ashida

Electrotechnical Laboratory, Niiharigun, Ibaraki

T. Amano and A. Nagata

Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya

§1 Introduction

Nonlinear evolution of the resistive modes has been

investigated especially on the tokamak plasmas and is known

to have the significant effects on the quasi-steady equilibrium

of the confined plasmas . These reconnecting processes of

the internal disruptions have been analyzed numerically by

the tokamak expansion but the diffuse pinches must be calculated
(2 3)

without this approximation ' . The reconnection due to the

tearing modes in the reversed field pinches is the fundamental

phenomenon for the formation of the force free configuration

which is the lowest energy state under the constraint of

the flux conservation. The finite beta effect on the

resistive instabilities is also important for the RFP plasmas

which are ideally stable up to high beta. Experimental data

of the toroidal flux do not show the classical diffusion

but the quasi-steady evolution. This so-called dynamo effect

is considered to be related to the nonlinearity of the

resistive modes. In this paper we consider the effect

of the nonlinear tearing modes on the confined plasma in the

quasi-steady equilibrium by using the cylindrical model.

$ 2 Basic equations

The incompressibility condition is assumed for the

numerical simplicity. The safety factor q of the diffuse

pinches, in general, can be less than unity and the

fluctuation quantities in the toroidal direction are taken

into account. The basic equations are as follows in the

normalized form:
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ft

at

d i v

V

-

V

• - x

• w

= rot

= 0

Z >

(JO + S 2 (

, (1)

J - j-VB ) , (2)

(3)

(4)

| r B = B - v v - V ' 7 B - rot ti j , (5)

j = rot B . (6)

Here S ( = T / T » ) is the ratio of the resistive

diffusion time to the Alfven transit time defined by the

plasma radius and the plasma density is assumed to be constant

over the plasma region. These equations are written by

the finite difference method in the cylindrical coordinates

( r, 8 , 5 ), where 5= z/R. Each quantity is expanded by
(41

the series of sin(m©+n5 ) or cos(m(?+n->P '. The basic

equations have the symmetry when m = 0 or n = 0 and are

reduced to the two dimensional form, therefore, the solutions

are obtained by the appropriate combination of the equations

according to the values of m and n. The velosities are

obtained by solving u> and u)-j when m * 0 and n * 0, by ve

and a)© when m = 0 and n * 0 and by vT and u)y when m * 0

and n = 0. The magnetic fields in the case of m * 0 are

calculated by using V and BT . The flux function V satisfies

the next transformation ,

When m = 0 and n * 0, we calculate Be and also introduce the

function i/> (6) ,

Br = rf * ' (9)

B, - -I~§* . 110)
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In the case o f m = n = 0 , Be and B-5 are solved directly. The

numerical scheme for the equations of v and uJ is explicit

and the implicit scheme is used for the diffusion terms of ^

and B. The mesh points of u) and B are different by half mesh

and the two step method is adopted for the temporal advance.

We assume that the plasma is surrounded by the conducting

wall and the boundary conditions for the fluctuation quantities

at the wall are as follows :

vr = 0 , (11)

n « u; = 0 , (12)

V =° ' H3)
n * j = 0 . (14)

\ 3 Discussions

The magnetic fields hg and Bj of the initial equilibrium

are obtained by giving q and the Suydam parameter c,
4

q = - ~ (1—S- - TOT > r (15)

c - - 47r

rB,
Suydam condition is c ( 1/8 and this mode appears in the

calculation when S «• 10 . The safety factor (15) is used for

the analyses of the tearing mode . We choose the plasma

radius is 4.2, aspect ratio is 4 and c = 0.1(1+ (r/a) 1' 7) 0* 3 7.

The initial equilibrium profiles of the magnetic fields and

the currents are shown in Fig.1. The incompressible

cylindrical plasmas of the reversed field pinches do not have

the steady state equilibrium when ohm's law is introduced,

that is, the external electric field E can not keep both

Be and B-$ steady. This fact produces some numerical difficulty

for the computation of the nonlinear evolution. The linear

calculation is carried out initially and the nonlinear run

is started after the linear growth. We assume the resistivity

has the form

^ T O = Eext

Therefore B.fl is not steady due to the resistive diffusion

during the nonlinear stage. Initial amplitude of the
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purturbed fields for the nonlinear run is taken to be B./B-si
-3

10 . Fig.2 (a) shows the growth rate of the (m=0, n=25) single

mode. The growth rate decreases due to the flattening of the

pressure gradient at the singular point, which is the motive

force of the resistive g mode. However this nonliner effect

makes the pressure gradient steeper around the singular point

as shown in Fig.2(b) and (c), which becomes another motive

force of the instability. This phenomenon is repeated and the

profile of the pressure becomes wavy form around the singular

point, so that m=0 mode does not saturate but becomes turbulent

state. Fig.3(a) shows the time evolution of the growth rate

of the (1, -25) mode. The singular point is within the reverse

point of B T when n<.0. The instability is enhanced by the

magnetic diffusion after the nonlinear start and saturate

rapidly. The time evolution of the currents is shown in

Fig.3(b). Figs. 4(a) and (b) show that (1,25) mode is also

enhanced strongly because the magnetic diffusion is faster

in the outer region, but goes to the saturation with time.

The saturation level of the outer mode is larger than that of

the inner mode because the local S is not constant in present

model. The m=1 mode, however, becomes nonlinearly unstable

by the coupling with the other modes. Fig.5 shows the

evolution of the growth rate of (0,15) and (1,-25) in the case

of (0,15), (1,-10), (1,-25) and (1,-40) modes. In this case

m=1 modes do not saturate but are enhanced by the coupling

with m=0 mode and becomes turbulent state.
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SELF-BEVERSAL MECKAHISM IN THE

REVERSED FIELD PINCH

T. Sato and K. Kusano

Institute for Fusion Theory, Hiroshima University

Hiroshima 730, Japan

1. Introduction

Self-reversal of the magnetic field in the toroidal pinch appears to

include a key to the dynamics governing the magnetic field topology change.

The purpose of this talk is to present a preliminary result of 3-D simulations

attempting to reveal the mechanism. We first briefly review a theoretical

model of self-reversal mechanism which we rec«

our simulation model and preliminary results.

model of self-reversal mechanism which we recently developed and then describe

2. Theoretical Model

The scenario of our model is as follows: We assume that the toroidal

(or cylindrical) pinch is unstable to a helical kink instability. In the

first step, we derive the plasma motion resulting from the helical kink mode.

Secondly, we decompose the magnetic field into the helical part which has the

same topology as the kink mode and the helically displaced poloidal ring.

Then, we consider the topological change of the helical part and the poloidal

ring caused by the plasma motion.

A radial plasma flow diverges on a helical line and flows out along a

magnetic surface in both directions perpendicular to the helical line and

converges into a radial flow on the helical line with 180-degree phase

difference. The basic flow pattern is like an inverse double-helix, as shown

it Fig.l. Obviously, the helical field suffers no topological change by this

flow. However, the poloidal rings suffer a drastic change by the inverse double-

helix type circulation. We show how the poloidal rings are topologically

changed by the flow shown in Fig.2. From this figure it is evident that the

poloidal fields are transformed into the reversed field configuration. The

sum of the helical and the transformed poloidal field gives the final field

configuration which still keeps the reversed field structure.
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The analytic expression of the above topological model leads to the

following formula:

*() [5( ^ £(r+2?)] /2 (1)

H o /2 (2)

where,

X5H(r) = x(r-0 + x(r+£) = qo*
5
H(r) (3)

*S(r) = ̂ (r-e) - sign(r-0X(r-0 /qo (M

An example of reversed-field configuration obtained by this theoretical model

is shown in Fig.3.

3. Simulation Results

We have developed a 3-D MHD code that can numerically simulate self-reversal

process in a cylindrical pinch. The numerical scheme is the same as the
2 3

previous ones.' Simulation started from such an initial condition that a

uniform density (n0 = 10
21m"3) and temperature (T = 5eV) plasma is embedded

in a uniform axial magnetic field B (0.03T). From the wall boundary at

r = r = 0.1m a certain amount of azimuthal flux is supplied in a sinusoidal

way and keeps constant when it reaches a maximum value (i() =9x10 Wb).

The operation time is 38 usec (26.3 in normalized unit).

Fig. U shows the radial profiles of the axial and azimuthal magnetic

fields and the profiles of the density and pressure at 38 usec. Up to

this time no perturbations are applied, so that the run was one dimensional.

At 38 psec a helical kink perturbation is applied and the simulation

starts a real 3-D run. The ratio of the wall radius to the cylinder

height is taken to be rw/L=!* in the present run. The perturbation mode

is given by exp(im8-i2nnz/L), m=l and n=1. It is observed that the

perturbation grows and a reversed axial field develops in the outer part

associated with induced plasma convection. Field line trajectories are

shown for different times in Fig. 5. Parameter runs are now in progress.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 (a) Radial flow pattern and (b) global plasma circulation

induced by a helical kink mode.

Fig. 2 Topology change of poloidal field rings caused by the global

plasma circulation shown in Fig. 1: Field line topology just

before reconnection occurs (a) and the final field line topology.

Dotted lines represent the Just reconnected field lines (inner

part).

Fig. 3 A reversed field confignration generated by the proposed sigle

helicity model.

Left : Original flux (upper) and q-profiles (lower)

Right: Transformed fluxes (upper) and q-profiles (lower)

Fig. 1* Radial profiles of the axial and azimuthal fields and the profiles

of the plasma density and pressure at 38usec.

Fig. 5 3-D view of field line trajectories at different times after

helical kink perturbation is applied.
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3D EQUILIBRIUM CODES FOR MIRROR MACHINES

T. B. Kaiser

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
University of California, Livermore, California 94550

1. Introduction

Several codes have been developed during the past few years for computing

3D guiding-center equilibria for quadrupole tandem mirrors. These codes are

complementary to one another, each having its own advantages and weaknesses.

The important features of each of the codes are listed in Table I. All three

are based on the long-thin or paraxial expansion of the tensov-pressure MHD

equations, in which the inverse aspect ratio X = L./L.. is taken to be small •

Another feature common to all three codes is the assumption that the gyro-

radius a Q is negligible compared to the perp

so that finite-orbit effects can be ignored.

radius a Q is negligible compared to the perpendicular scale length, a.,/^ « X,

2. TEBASCO

TEBASCO (Tandem Equilibrium and BAllooning Stability COde) is a code

developed at LLNL that uses a further expansion of the paraxial equilibrium

equations in powers of B =

unperturbed equations are

2
equations in powers of B = plasma pressure/magnetic pressure. The

perpendicular pressure balance (I)

p. + a -5=- I — / = 0 parallel pressure balance (2)

p = \>(\J>) p..(B) separable, isorrhopic pressure (3)

B ^I'll = 1 flux coordinates (4)

V • J = 0 (5)1. /$- £IL\
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faCx'.x) 3(y',y)1 J. ,, , ,,s
'll "["**,6) 3(*,e) J B Parallel current (6)

where the magnetic field is B = Bb = Vty x V8, the flux line curvature is

IC = b • Vb = " W|) + K) V6,Q = B + p , - p,., and x<l|»,G,z), y(lK8,z)
~ 2

denote flux lines. By neglecting terms of relative 0(3 ) these fundamentally

nonlinear equations are linearized and their solution reduced to quadratures.

The equilibrium is completely specified by the functions B(ty,z), p. (t|>,B),

xC\|i,8,z), yCl|),9,z), from which all other quantities of interest can be easily

obtained.

Being essentially analytic, equilibria can be rapidly computed, which

makes the code a useful tool for experimental design. It has been used

extensively in this way to guide the design of the TMX-U and MFTF-B experiments

at Livermore. Its principal weakness lies in its perturbative nature, which

renders its validity for high-3 calculations open to question.

3. Reduced MHD Codes

In order to compute high-3 equilibria, the reduced MHD technique that

has proven useful for determining toroidal equilibria was adapted to tandem

mirror geometry by H. R. Strauss. In this approach the paraxial expansion

of the MHD equations yields a set of coupled nonlinear equations of motion

valid for arbitrary 8 that are solved as an initial-value problem.

The paraxial expansion naturally separates the motion into three

disparate timescales. On the fastest, OCX ), compressional-Alfven-wave

timescale, the plasma is brought to perpendicular presrure balance, in which

the equilibrium Eqs. Cl) and (A) are satisfied. On the intermediate, 0(X),

sound-wave timescale, parallel pressure balance, described by Eq. (2) is

reached. Finally, on the slowest, OCX ), shear-Alfven-wave timescale, the

plasma responds to flux-line curvature, while maintaining the lower-order

pressure-balance equilibrium. When equilibrium is attained on the slow

timescale, Eqs. (5) and (6) are satisfied.

The reduced MHD method can be formulated in various ways. Two particular

formulations have been implemented in computer codes developed at NYU/Kyoto U.

and LLNL. They differ primarily in the type of grid, location of the lateral

boundary and damping techniques employed, and in the method of calculating

pressure-balance equilibrium.
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3.1 NYU/Kyoto U. Code
3 4

In this code, ' a rectangular Eulerian grid is used with x-.y., z> t

as the independent variables. The quantities x_, y- are inidplane Cartesian

flux line coordinates, z is distance along the magnetic axis, and t is an

artificial time. The lateral boundary, at which the plasma pressure vanishes,

is located at x-. = ± a, y.. = ± a, and the axial boundary, at which the

pressure also vanishes, îs at z = ± L.

Perpendicular and parallel pressure balance are obtained by solving the

lower-order equations of motion as an initial-value problem, removing kinetic

energy until a steady state is reached. Using the pressure-balance equilibrium

as an initial condition, the higher-order shear-Alfven equations of motion are

then solved. Since the latter phase of the motion must be incompressible in

order to maintain the lower-order equilibrium, a stream function can be

introduced, in which case the equations take the form

V = W x b ( 7 )
~ v

| !L = _ v • y<jj = b • Vu x V\i> ( 8 )

dt

where V is the flow velocity, U is the stream function, b is a unit vector

parallel to the vacuum field and p(z) is an artificial mass density. The

boundary conditions are that the normal component of V vanish at the lateral

wall, V I = VV|Y . = 0 =£• Ul = 0; and that the parallel
' xly=±a ylx=+a I x=±a or y=±a

current vanish at the ends of the system, J|JIZ=+L
 = ® ='> 3(BU)/3zJ2=iL

 = 0«

The flow caused by the departure of the initial condition from equilibrium is

damped by setting U to zero whenever the total kinetic energy 4C(t)> =

1/2 j d x p v goes through a maximum.

With a rectangular (x , yQ, z) grid of 15 x 15 x 60 the code typically

converges in about 5000 steps to a steady state whose kinetic energy is 3-4

orders of magnitude less than the initial value. The residual in Eq. (10) is

a few percent, which measures the extent to which equilibrium has been attained

fcompare Eqs. (5) and (10)]•
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3.2 LLNL Code

The LLNL code was developed in order to provide several features not

found in the NYU/Kyoto U. code. A Lagrangian flux-coordinate grid using \|>,

6, z, t as the independent variables is employed. The plasma pressure

vanishes laterally on a flux surface i|i = ty and axially at z = i L. There is

a vacuum region between the plasma and a flux-conserving wall at l|> = 1p whose

thickness, ty - ty , may be arbitrarily large.

Pressure-balance equilibrium is determined by solving Eqs. (1) - (4)

directly. This determines pi .. (B,\j)), B(\|),z) and the initial condition for

the shear-Alfven motion:

cos 6 , (11)

(12)

where c(z) is a function that depends on the vacuum quadrupole field strength.

The equations of motion for the shear-Alfven motion are (10) and

3x _ 3(x,U)

3 " B 3(*6> '

•

with the same physical boundary conditions as in Sec. 3.1, which here take the

form V • V*|>l,_, = 0=^> U|._. = 0, and 3(BU)/3z| _ = 0 as in the
~~ r—rw T*TW z—iL

NYU/Kyoto U. code.

Centered finite-differencing is used in \|) and 8 as well as in the

stretched axial coordinate C(z), which allows for a non-uniform grid with

second-order accuracy in that direction. A second-ordei—accurate predictoi—

corrector scheme is used to integrate the flux line equations of motion (13)

and (14), and various explicit schemes are used to integrate the stream-

function Eq. (10), depending on the damping method used. A new algorithm for

advancing U that is implicit in the z-direction is currently under investigation.

The Laplacian operator in Eq. (10) is complicated because of the non-orthogonal

curvilinear coordinate system used. It is inverted by means of a general 2D

elliptic solver developed recently at LLNL based on the ICCG algorithm-
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Various damping methods are available in the code depending on an input

switch setting. In addition to the discontinuous-kinetic-energy-removal scheme

used in the NYU/Kyoto U. code, the LLNL code also includes four energy-

minimizing techniques described in Ref. 7: simple friction, improved friction,

gradient and conjugate gradient. Preliminary results indicate that the

discontinuous-kinetic-energy removal, improved-friction and conjugate-gradient

methods are comparable in efficiency.

Results of typical runs are shown in the figures. The geometry was that

of a single minimum-B mirror similar to the end cells of TMX-U. The (t|), 0, 0

grid consisted of 21 x 21 x 51 points and the peak plasma 0 was 0.10. Figures

la and lb respectively show the volume integrals of the kinetic energy and

right side (squared) of Eq. (10) as functions of integration step number in ihe

case of discontinuous-kinetic-energy-removal damping. Figures 2a and 2b plot

the same quantities for conjugate-gradient damping for the same total integration

time. In Figs. 3a and 3b the axial profile of the parallel current per unit

flux, j|,/B, is shown for several flux surfaces: l|) = \|) /2 (unlabelled, solid),

ll> = <|> (edge), iji = (<|> + l|/ )/2 (unlabelled, dashed), tp = i|) (wall). The

initial condition is plotted in Fig. 3a and the final condition in Fig. 3b.
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TEBASCO

LLNL

Paraxial

Small Gyroradius

^-Expansion

Time-Independent

^Analytic
(Quadratures)

Wall at »

REDUCED MHD

NYU/Kyoto U.

Paraxial

Small Gyroradius

Arbitrary 0

Time-Dependent

Numerical P.D.E. Solve (2D)

Eulerian

No Vacuum Region

Discontinuous K.E. Removal

CODES

LLNL

Paraxial

Small Gyroradius

Arbitrary 6

Time-Dependent

Numerical P.D.E. Solve (2D)

Lagrangian

Vacuum Region

Various Damping Methods

Table I. 3D Equilibrium Codes For Mirror Machines
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Figure 2. Same as Fig. 1 for coniuKate-jtradient damping.
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